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Rating conclusion 
(Translation from Russian) 

 
April 09, 2012 the rating committee of RA «Expert-Rating» has made a decision about 

assigning the financial stability rating of the insurer PJSC IC «NOVA» at the level uaAA. The 
insurer with rating uaAA is characterized by a very high financial stability in comparison with other 
Ukrainian insurers. Assigning a high level of rating, RA «Expert-Rating» was based on the 
conclusions of the Agency’s analytical service, made according to the results of the insurer’s 
financial statements for the 12 months of 2011.  

Table 
Key performance indicators of PJSC IC «NOVA» in 2011  

Indicators 
2011 

(31.12.2011) 
2010 

(31.12.2010) 
Change Growth rate, % 

Total assets, th. UAH. 80661,6 80397 264,6 0,33% 

Shareholders’ equity, th. UAH  38039,2 35087 2952,2 8,41% 

Total liabilities, th. UAH 42622,4 45310 -2687,6 -5,93% 

Shareholders’ equity/Liabilities ratio, % 89,25% 77,44% 11,81 p.p. - 

Cash and cash equivalents, th. UAH 35178,5 33737 1441,5 4,27% 

Cash and cash equivalents/ Liabilities ratio, %  82,54% 74,46% 8,08 p.p. - 

Total gross premiums, th. UAH 70720,3 71376,9 -656,6 -0,92% 

Insurance premiums belonged to the reinsurers, th. UAH  12382,4 11350,9 1031,5 9,09% 

Insurance premiums belonged to the reinsurers/Gross premiums ratio, % 17,51% 15,90% 1,61 p.p. - 

Insurance indemnities and reimbursements, th. UAH 25382 34259,3 -8877,3 -25,91% 

Loss ratio for the period, % 35,89% 48,00% -12,11 p.p. - 

Financial result from operating activities, th. UAH 11876,7 4477 7399,7 165,28% 

ROS, % 16,79% 6,27% 10,52 p.p. - 

Net profit (loss), th. UAH 2952,3 4371 -1418,7 -32,46% 

ROE, % 7,76% 12,46% -4,70 p.p. - 

Source: the Company’s data, calculations by RA «Expert-Rating» 
 

1. In the period from 30.12.2010 to 31.12.2011 assets of IC «NOVA» have grown by 0,33%, 
liabilities have decreased by 5,93% for the same period, shareholders’ equity has increased by 8,41% 
having reached UAH 42,622 mln. As a result, the shareholders’ equity/liabilities ratio has grown 
from 77,44% up to 89,25% or by 11,81 p.p. The company’s capitalization has also increased and now 
it can be characterized as redundant.  

 
2. IC «NOVA» has also maintained a high level of liquidity. Cash on the company’s accounts 

have amounted to UAH 35,178 mln. on 31.12.2011, while the cash/liabilities ratio has amounted to 
82,54% on 31.12.2011, that is slightly higher than the average market indicator. The Agency also 
notes the growth of the cash/liabilities ratio by 8,08 p.p. from 31.12.2010 to 31.12.2011. The growth 
of liquid assets in 2011 has amounted to 4,27%, and the decline in liabilities – 5,93%.  

 
3. IC «NOVA» has finished the 2011 year with net profit of UAH 2,952 mln, that is by 32,5% 

less, than in 2010. It’s important that the financial result from operating activities has shown a reverse 
tendency: in 2011 it has grown by 165,28% in comparison with the same period of 2010 and has 
amounted to UAH 11,876 mln. The company’s activity has been profitable, and, as estimated by the 
Agency, sufficient for a significant additional capitalization of IC «NOVA» if necessary.  
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4. The reasons for the rise in the operating profitability of IC «NOVA» have become changes 
related to the increase in profitability of operations in the insurance market. Despite the decrease in 
gross business of 2011 by 0,92%, the company has managed to decrease the payments by 26% in 
2011, comparing to the 2010, the loss ratio has reduced by 12,11 p.p. down to 35,9%. It is indicative 
that in this situation with the increase in the profitability of operations, the quality of the insurer’s 
assets has grown, as indicated by the rise in liquid assets.  

 
5. The diversification level of the insurance activity of IC «NOVA» remains high. The insurer 

has managed not only to keep the profitability level during the recession of activity in the segment of 
classical insurance, but, on the contrary, to increase the profitability of its operations.  
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